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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.

Bus-connector with diagnostic function

Bus problems and no reason apparent?
 Connect the diagnostic-bus-connector to the "suspicious" PLC and read the possible
cause of the fault using the blink-code: 
 - 5V voltage missing/out of specification 
 - possible short-circuit in the bus 
 - No bus-activity on the PLC 
 - Wrong termination 
 - Bus is open 
 ... 
 The bus-connectors of the "DiagConn"-series indicate all of these possible causes of the
malfunction. The bus-connector is available in 90°, 45° and 0°-versions. The connectors
can be attached instead of the "normal" bus-connectors. There does not have to be a fault,
the plugs can generally also be used in the bus and you can later find the cause of any
possible failures more easily and quickly.



Data backup S7-PLC PN-port on FTP-server

S7-PLC triggered DB-backup/-restore without additional PC via PN-port on FTP-server

Remote-maintenance Siemens-S5-PLC over VPN-server

Remote-maintenance of a Siemens-S5-controller with S5-LAN++ on PD-port over
separate VPN-server



Data logging

Cyclic data logging or data logging on occasion is realisable. The log data will be
transmitted e.g. once a day via e-mail.
 Special data logger functions can be implemented on request and are not part of the basis
functions.

BOSCH-CL <=> S7-TCPIP

Bring your BOSCH-CL control CL200 - CL400 into the network
 Link the PLC with your production-data-acquisition or other Industry 4.0-applications
 Communicate with the controller as if you were talking to an S7-PLC, but the data comes
from the CL-PLC
 Networking CL-controllers without much effort (set the IP-address to match your subnet
in the module, nothing more)



Remote maintenance of a S7-PLC[FREEWARE without support]

You have to solve a problem in the PLC-program, but the installation is not placed
nearby? No problem, start your PG-2000-software with "option teleservice", activate your
modem and after selection intra PG-2000-software access to the PLC is possible as if
being on-site.

Remote-maintenance Beckhoff-PLC with firewall

Remote-maintenance of a Beckhoff-controller with network-connection via secure
VPN-tunnel and scalable firewall


